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Remember the days before…



The 21st Century Library

A library can hold millions of books…
A library can be a centre for the Internet…



Concepts

Web 2.0
Library 2.0
Federated Searching, Discovery Layer 
Electronic Resource Access and Management
Software as a Service



Old Model of Library Use…

Built BIG print collections
Users had to come to the collections
The days of closed, proprietary, and 
monolithic library software systems are 
drawing to a close



Nature of collections has changed

50+% spent on e-resources is not unusual
Underutilised

Collections are much more volatile
e-journals
Open Access journals
e-book collections
e-music
Institutional repositories
Online reference resources
Datasets



Fact

The Web has changed how we deliver and 
consume information

The shift from physical to digital delivery of information 
has created new requirements and opportunities for 
delivering effective library experiences

The Web has profoundly transformed the 
nature of library collections

The majority of new acquisitions are Web-based
Collections have increased dramatically and content is 
available anytime, anywhere
Web search engines compete with libraries 



Fact

“Libraries have lost their place as primary 
information providers… the user interface is 
not competing successfully against services 
like Amazon or Google...”

“Users have spoken with their keyboards…
users take for granted…immediate access to 
full text and…clustering of search retrievals.”

Karen Coyle and Diane Hillman. Resource Description and Access (RDA): 
Cataloging Rules for the 20th Century. D-Lib Magazine, 13(1/2). 
January/February 2007.



What are librarians really worried about?

Keeping up with multiple tasks and duties
Too much to do and not enough time, 
people or budget

Making the transition to a user-friendly library
Bringing the library to the users 

The perception that libraries/librarians could 
lose their relevance as web-based search 
engines  like Google become more powerful

Adopt web-based resources that expose the 
wealth of library collections to users 



The Elephant in the Room



Impact of Google

Google has created a universal precedent for 
both casual searching and scholarly research 
worldwide
Libraries need to embrace this but also must 
ask:

What is NOT available in Google?
What resources are potentially better than 
Google?
How can the library remain relevant to its 
web-native users?



OCLC Study: end user behaviour

Where do you typically begin a search for a 
topic?

89% users go to Google
2% go to library web site
2% online databases

OCLC, Perception of Library Information Resources  (2005)



ProQuest Survey of End Users

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

I need a specific article 

Find every pertinent article available

2-3 articles relevant to my topic



What has more current content?

ProQuest Survey of End Users



What users basically want…

Users want to find what they need quickly

In a simple way 
Wherever they are
Outside normal library hours



Today’s Library exists within a new world

We need to be where the users are!
We can’t believe that they will tolerate learning 
multiple systems
We must utlilise systems and interfaces that meet 
21st Century user expectations
Google is a precedent
Embrace Web 2.0 !



What most users prefer…

Single search box
Spell-checking
Relevance ranking
Clustering of results, by topic, journal, author, genre
Ability to refine search results, e.g. facets
“Did you mean?  “More like this?” help options 
Enhanced records, e.g. book covers, tables of 
contents, citation export, links to Google Books
Visualisation, e.g. word clouds
Link to full text whenever possible, e.g. Open URL
No need to repeat the search in different systems
Social networking:  tagging, rating, reviews, 
bookmarking. e.g. LibraryThing



Single interface, multiple sources



Web 2.0

Web 2.0 is an interactive, user-centered virtual 
community
The library has had a web-presence for many years, 
and with Web 2.0, its users are joining it…



What libraries need

Way to search that provides seamless integration 
and access to all content repositories both internal 
and external, including e-books, audio, video, etc.
Integration of all solutions into one product…
…and interoperability between different resources, 
e.g. federated search and Open URL, ERM and ILS.



A Single Interface



Discovery

Users can’t use it if they can’t find it
Federated search is NOT “in its infancy”

Google-type interface for premium content 
bought and owned by the library

Connector technologies – XML gateways
Results processing:

Relevancy
Visualisation
Results Clustering



Federated Search: Clustering

ER&L



What is the new Discovery layer?

New developments:

New tools from ILS vendors – Aquabrowser, 
Primo, Encore, VUFind, Open World Cat
Federated search integration
Open URL integration
MARC, A-Z List integration



Visualisation, Faceting



What about an ERM?

It is the acquisitions module
Needs an accurate Knowledge Base

Make it part of workflow 
Minimise “data entry”
Demand data from your vendors

Subscription data via SPS
License terms data via ONIX PL

Utilise consortial effort: EZB, NESLI, CAUL



ERM interface



Measurement

What’s being used and how often?
The meaning and value of statistics
Some way to measure return on investment
Technology that compels publishers to standardise
usage statistics and make them easy to archive 
and analyse

Project Counter
SUSHI



Usage Stats

ER&L



Use Hosted Systems

Installed software is increasingly being 
replaced by cheaper, web-based hosted 
models
Enhancements in hosted systems are 
inherited to all clients
No need to install monthly updates
Preserve time and money for unique 
resources

Institutional repositories
ILS upgrades

Definitely Web 2.0



Software as a Service

The 21st century will see software become 
on-demand, with the complexity of today’s 
computing environments replaced by a plug 
in the wall as businesses access applications 
and data online.
To use an analogy, organisations don’t need 
to build the power generator to use 
electricity.



Key Technology Requirements 

Integration 
• Requires data, access, and management tools to work 

together seamlessly

Interoperability 
• Requires active participation within the library community 

and standards bodies, and partnerships with libraries of all 

sizes

Web-native technology
• Requires technology that has been designed for the Web 

from the ground up



Establish an eResource access and 
management precedent that…

Clearly highlights the issues of e-collections.

Provides foundation for organisational and budget 
decisions.

Justifies spending for needed tools and services

Supports integration of processes

Provides framework for defining enhancements from 
vendors



Paradigm Shift

This is a time of “revolution” – not evolution
Electronic resources are central to all aspects 
of library collections, including print
The physical library is now effectively an 
extension of a virtual environment created for 
and sustained by a new generation of web-
oriented users
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